


Aqua-Palace the largest, 15,000 m2  

bathing and water resort complex in 

Europe is available to all family members 

form the oldest to the youngest with 

an exceptionally wide selection of 

services and unique ambient. The 

water palace is directly connected with 

the Hajduszoboszló therapeutic bath, 

swimming-pool and Aquapark. 7 of the 

Aqua-Palace’s 20 pools are located 

on the swimming-pool universe at the 

ground floor. The exclusive adventure 

pools evoke different eras and different 

sites. Each pool enchants the bathing public 

with its unique sights.
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- ice 

cave bathing pool  

- cinema bathing pool  

- Páva thermal bathing pool     

- tropical bathing pool    

- Ganges bathing pool  

- Roman bathing pool  

- sea bathing pool  

- cave bathing pool  

Different experiences enrich the bathing in the pools: 

water jet massages, punch massages, springs, drift 

streams, bubble beds, whirlpools, etc. 

Family and giant slides are available to those, 

who love active adventures in water. 
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Both parents and children will enjoy the 

children’s world on the first floor. 

All pools and services have been 

adapted to their needs and demands.  

- baby-mommy pool  

- baby swimming pool 

- whirlpool

- family pool with animal figures  

- baby and children slides
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- children’s recreation room  

- children’s restroom, nursing room 

- diaper changing room

- play house  

For the smallest, baby swimming and baby massage 

are available. The older ones, when tired of splashing 

about in the water, can spend even the whole day in 

the recreation room and play house. 
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Sauna lovers will find a whole sauna world 

on the first floor:

3 Finnish saunas  

2 steam chambers

2 infra saunas 

Immersion pool

Kneipp pool

 

On the second floor there is a further 

sauna island with Finnish sauna and 

outdoors immersion pool.
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On the second floor guests will also find a  swimming 

pool and three private baths. The swimming pool caters 

not only for those whishing to swim, but also to the aqua-

fitness fans. 

 The private bath units accommodate 6 persons each, 

and are recommended for families and groups of 

friends. All private baths are equipped with Jacuzzi and 

infra sauna.
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Aqua-Palace offers a broad 

selection of wellness services. 

In the Thai massage centre. 

Thai girls massage the guests 

using the original tricks.   

Besides the Thai massage, a broad 

selection of alternative  massages ensure 

complete relaxation:

- refreshing massage   

- sole reflex massage 
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- Shiatsu 

- ayurvedic massage

- vitalizing massage

-  lava stone massage 

-  bamboo massage

-  pindasweda  

- cupping 

For those, who dislike massage, stress relaxation 

based on magnetic effect is recommended.
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We have not forgotten our sports loving 

guests either; they will find a broad 

selection of fitness services in the so 

called surf building.

The fans of wave riding, surfing can 

cultivate their hobby on a 

2 course stand-up surf. 

Two squash courts and table tennis are 

available to the ball sports fans. 
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Additional fitness services available are:

- pilates

- aerobic

- yoga

- kangoo   

- spinning   

- children fitness

- fitness hall
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Beauty services are also among the 

services offered by the water palace. 

The following services are available at 

the surf building:

- Dermalife 

- solarium 

- pedicure 
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A special service offered to couples is our Relax 

room, where the couples can use the infra-sauna in an 

exclusive ambient, and then relax on the huge round 

bed, where solarium tubes ensure tanning from above. 

Fruits and beverages are laid out for our guest’s 

convenience. 
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We have not forgotten those, who have a 

desire for culinary pleasures after bathing.

The Palace self-service restaurant, 

located in the adventure bathing pool bu-

ilding, offers traditional cuisine as well as 

special selection of dishes for children.  

Our smoking guests have available a 

coffee-room, where there are excellent 

cakes to go with their coffee.
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The Hullám snack bar in the surf building caters to the 

fans of healthy living with a broad selection of dishes.

There is a billiard and a table football game in the lobby 

of the snack bar for the guests who like to play. 
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and by the Hungarian State.
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